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Background and Technology Overview 



About Opti 
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Our Mission 
Opti is a technology company that enables 

communities and businesses to continuously 

improve stormwater management by delivering real-

time visibility, adaptively controlling assets, and 

supporting smart city initiatives. 

Our Presence 
Our platform is used across 21 US states to improve 

water quality, prevent flooding, and reduce 

combined sewer overflows at up to 90% lower 

capital costs and faster deployment than existing 

alternatives. 

Trusted Technology Partners 
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The cloud platform for smart stormwater management 
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Note:  Illustration from Sidewalk Labs Quayside Strategic Plan for the City of Toronto. 



Intelligent technology for stormwater management 
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Example: Commercial Retail Retrofit - Anne Arundel County, MD 
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Barclays Center - Cornerstone Project in NYC 
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Barclays Center combined sewer flow to the 

Gowanus Canal 

BACKGROUND 

• Historically there have been 377 million gallons of CSOs released 

into Gowanus Canal annually 

• The City will spend more than >$800MM on 12 million gallons of 

new storage tanks in the Gowanus Canal 

• Even with these tanks, there will still be 35 overflow events and 

110MM gallons of CSO per year (down from 263MM gallons and 

44 events, based on 2008 rainfall) 

OUTCOMES 

• Using Opti will prevent an estimated additional 9.9 million gallons 

of wet weather flow entering the combined sewer annually or 9% 

of the total additional CSO reduction requirement for the Gowanus 

Canal Watershed with this one upgrade 

• Implementing Opti at this one site has the potential to save the 

City ~$25MM in new storage costs 



Case Study: City of Kansas City, MO 
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BACKGROUND 

• Estimated 6.4 billion gallons of combined sewer overflow each year 

• Smart Sewer – 25-year, $4.5B program to address federal consent decree 

• April 2017 – Opti implemented on regional stormwater pond to reduce wet 

weather flow into City’s combined sewers and help KCMO reduce 

compliance costs 

• In progress – Implementation of Opti products across the City 

OUTCOMES 

“We calculated the cost to implement the Opti solution...at 2 cents per 

gallon…and that is an incredible value [compared to other storage 

solutions that range in price from $3.50 to $8 per gallon or more].” 

－ Andy Shively, Special Assistant City Manager 



Case Study: City of Philadelphia 
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BACKGROUND 

• 60% of the City’s sewers are combined with 11 billion gallons of 

stormwater and its pollutants discharged into local waterways each year 

• Green City, Clean Waters – addressing stormwater pollution through 

public-private projects and partnerships 

• November 2016 – Opti implemented on commercial property stormwater 

pond to reduce wet weather flow into City’s combined sewers 

OUTCOMES 

The Opti-enabled pond prevented 4.9 million gallons of 

wet weather flow or 98% of total flow into the City’s 

combined sewer.  


